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ABSTRACT
In this article, we would like to introduce our approach to cluster labeling with Linked Data. Clustering web
pages into semantically related groups promises better performance in searching the Web. Nowadays, only
special semantic search engines provide clustering of results. Other engines are doubtful as far as
the quality of clusters and moreover a dependable system for labeling these clusters is lacking. Linked Data
is a set of principles for publishing structured data in a machine readable way with regards to linking with
other Web resources. This enables data from different sources to be connected and queried over
the Internet. The information from Linked Data can be used for preliminary estimates of topics covered by
a set of documents. Topics are represented as resources from Linked Data and are used for smooth humanreadable labeling of clusters.
Keywords: Cluster labeling, Linked Data, Clustering, Semantic web
1.

INTRODUCTION

The volume of available electronic documents is
rapidly increasing, which leads to a requirement for
their ingenious digital processing. One of the
popular approaches to organizing textual data is the
use of clustering algorithms, which divide
documents into coherent clusters. The goal of
clustering methods is to identify distinct groups in a
dataset. The basic implementation of clustering puts
together documents that share many terms. More
generally, it puts together documents with similar
features. The cluster hypothesis [1] says that
documents in the same cluster behave similarly
with respect to the relevance to information needs.
The hypothesis states that if there is a document
from a cluster that is relevant to a search request,
then it is likely that other documents from the same
cluster are also relevant.
The exploration of Internet resources is even
more challenging than local text-document
processing because of uncertainty as far as
the quality of documents. Instead of making high
quality web pages, some authors aim to make their
pages rank highly by playing with the Web page
features that search engine ranking algorithms are
based on. This behavior is usually called search
engine spam [2] [3]. Very often the unwanted pages
have a higher ranking than the expected information
sources. This is caused by the preparation of texts
with regard to routine statistical analysis methods

that should increase the position of an unwanted
page in a search results. Search engine ranking
systems were designed to prevent these search
engine optimization (SEO) techniques. The most
common ranking algorithms are PageRank [4] and
HITS [5]. Those algorithms are based on the theory
that the most important pages on the Internet are
those pages with the most links leading to them.
Links can be marked as votes. The importance of
the page that contains the link and the number of
outgoing links is also considered.
New kinds of spam aiming at links have appeared
in the form of link farms. Building link farms is one
technique that can deteriorate link-based ranking
algorithms. Additional precautions have had to be
taken by search engines in the form of identifying
link farm spam pages [6].
Search engines are able to find related documents
with regards to the content and quality of web
pages, but the main problem remains untouched. It
is hidden in the problem of a user's query. It is not
difficult to imagine a situation in which it is hard, if
not impossible, to formulate a query precisely. It is
impossible to find related documents, if the topic of
a requested document is not very common and the
user is not familiar with the vocabulary appropriate
for describing a topic of interest. Clustering can be
the answer to this demand. There are many
applications of clustering:
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Search result clustering,
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•

Scatter-Gather,

•

Collection clustering,

•

Cluster-based retrieval.
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The principle behind search result clustering is to
divide results into distinct clusters, so the user is
able to choose a more specific subset of documents
for listing. The search query is matched against
clusters and the content of the best scoring clusters
is returned as a result. This content can be divided
into other clusters and the user can choose the
appropriate cluster again. This approach is part of
the Dogpile [7] and Yippy [8] search engines. The
user can walk through clusters and use them as a
filter for search results. This application is shown in
Fig. 1.
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approaches. Web 2.0 brings some additional
possibilities on how we can improve clustering
methods. Tags can be used as an additional feature
for clustering methods [10] [11]. In [12] an
approach was proposed where tags significantly
increase the F-measure (1) for K-means from 0.139
to 0.225 in a test dataset built from ODP [13].
𝐹1 =

2 × 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 × 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

(1)

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

Tags can increase the F-measure for the latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) clustering algorithm
from 0.260 to 0.307 in the same dataset. Many
tagging services [14] [15] have been introduced
with promising results. There are systems for
assisting in tag selection [16] that help to solve
some problems like synonyms and different levels
of specificity. Tags can be used as keywords but
rather in the form of Linked Data resources [17]
with additional semantic information.
Basic concept of Linked Data is introduced in
Section 3. Our approach to cluster labeling is
discussed in Section 4. Evaluation of our method is
realised with two popular data sets: 20 News
Groups [18] and ODP [13]. Our results are
discussed in Section 5.
2.

PREVIOUS WORK

Nowadays, there exist four basic approaches to
cluster labeling:

Figure 1: Yippy – clusters with labels

Scatter-Gather [9] is a technique for document
browsing that employs document clustering as its
primary operation for browsing large document
collections. It is based on interactivity with the user.
Initially, the system scatters the collection into a
small number of clusters and presents them to the
user. The user selects one or more of the groups for
further browsing. The selected groups are gathered
together to form a sub-collection and clustered
again. Selection of the related clusters can be done
based on the summaries or cluster labels.
Collection clustering is focused on dividing the
documents in a set into smaller subsets for better
performance of further information retrieval.
Cluster-based retrieval is based on the idea that a
collection of documents can be divided into smaller
subsets and a search can be done only by matching
the query to one or more clusters. For example,
when a query is set, the best document is found
with common techniques and other related
documents are chosen from the same cluster as
the first one.
Fundamental clustering methods are based on the
number of shared terms and other statistic-based

•

Differential cluster labeling,

•

cluster internal labeling,

•

combination of inter-cluster and intracluster labeling,

•

label extraction
corporas.

from

taxonomies

or

Differential cluster labeling compares clusters
with each other and chooses terms or keywords that
maximally distinguish the individual clusters.
Common methods for feature selection can be used
for this approach. Popular is mutual information,
Χ 2 -test or information gain (IG). IG [19] measures
the amount of information that each argument
contains about the other. For term t and category c,
information gain is defined as:
𝐼𝐺(𝑡, 𝑐) = ∑𝑥∈{𝑡,𝑡̅} ∑𝑦∈{𝑐,𝑐̅} 𝑃(𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑙𝑜𝑔

𝑃(𝑥,𝑦)

𝑃(𝑥)𝑃(𝑦)

(2)

When t and c are independent, IG(t,c) = 0. The
output of this labeling approach is a set of terms or
keywords for each cluster. However, a list
of significant keywords will many times fail to
provide a meaningful readable label for a set of
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documents. In many cases, the suggested terms tend
to represent different aspects of the topic underlying
the cluster. In other cases, a good label may not
occur directly in the text and it is not possible to
extract it. User intervention can be required to
choose a proper label from the suggested terms to
successfully describe the cluster’s topic.
Cluster internal labeling computes a label that
depends on the cluster itself, not on other clusters.
The common method is to label a cluster with the
title of the document closest to the centroid based
on the cosine similarity. Titles of documents are
easier to read than a list of keywords. The title of a
document can contain an important context or a
topic that was not mentioned in the text directly or
that was not chosen by statistical methods.
Another approach [20] uses a combination of
intra-cluster and inter-cluster term extraction, based
on a modified version of the information gain
measure. This approach tries to capture the most
significant and discriminative words for each
cluster.
Other work investigates the contribution of
external knowledge bases for cluster labeling. In
[21] Wikipedia is used to enhance the quality of
cluster labeling. A general framework for cluster
labeling extracts candidate labels from Wikipedia in
addition to important terms that are extracted
directly from the text. The labeling quality of each
candidate is then evaluated by several independent
judges and the best evaluated candidates are
recommended for labeling.
3.

LINKED DATA

The concept of Linked Data [22] was first
introduced by Tim Berners-Lee. He set up four
rules for machine readable content on the Web:
•

Use URIs as names for things.

•

Use HTTP URIs so that people can look
up those names.

•

When someone looks up a URI, provide
useful information using the standards
(RDF*, SPARQL).

•

Include links to other URIs so that they
can discover more things.
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The Linked Data initiative has given rise to an
increasing number of RDF documents as well as
other machine-readable sources, many of which are
freely accessible online. These resources are often
created as a result of database exports. That is the
reason why we have to deal with duplicate
information sources. There are two basic problems
with duplicates resources: disambiguation and coreference resolution. These problems were
discussed in [23]. DBLP and DBpedia [24] are two
of those common Linked Data resources often used
for academic research.
4.

APPROACH TO CLUSTER LABELING
WITH LINKED DATA

In this section, we would like to discuss our
approach to internal cluster labeling with Linked
Data. First, we will explain the basic principles
behind the Linked Data application, than we will
look at a graph expansion and scoring illustration.
The labeling algorithm will be presented by
a pseudo code with additional comments.
4.1 Application of Linked Data
Linked Data contains information about
a resource and moreover links to other related
resources. The resources are applied as tags to
documents. There are two basic types of links that
we can directly use:
•

Parent-child relation,

•

links to synonyms.

These connections are bidirectional so a child can
find his parent and a parent can find his children.
Relations are described by ontology predicates. For
example: “dbpedia-owl:genre”, “skos:broader”,
“dcterms:subject”. The meaning of these predicates
differs slightly, but we can use it in the same way.
An example of these relations between resources is
shown in Fig. 2.

More specific is the idea of Linked Open Data
(LOD), which is based on the presumption of freely
published data without restrictions in usage or
additional fees.
Figure 2: Scheme of hierarchical relations between
nodes in LD
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E = set of edges (used by tags)
TS = set of scores (for tags)

Synonyms are designated by the ontology
relation: “owl:sameAs“, which indicates true
synonyms, and the relation “skos:related“, which
indicates related concepts.

Initialization:
For each tag t in T do
t.score = TS[t.id]; // tag is an object

4.2 Graph expansion and scoring
Each tag t is rated by a score. This score consists
of two parts: the internal score and the gathered
score (3).
𝑡𝑖𝑆𝐶 = 𝑡𝑖𝑆𝐶𝐼 + 𝑡𝑖𝑆𝐶𝐺

Algorithm:
Function GetBestNode
For step from 1 to N do // linear complexity

(3)

norm = 0;

First, we have to prepare and expand a graph of
tags. Then, we set the tags’ internal score in the
preparatory phase. The tags’ gathered score will be
computed in the calculation phase. Graph expansion
is implemented using the following procedure:
Tags are assigned to documents of a cluster.

2.

The tags’ internal score for each cluster is
computed based on the number of assigned
documents.

4.

5.

For all tag t in T do
For all tag.tn in t.incommingNeighbours do
t.score += tn.score / tn.numberOutEdges;
norm += square(t.score);

1.

3.
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norm = sqrt(norm);
// normalization

Relationships from Linked Data are used for
graph expansion. Parents are added
automatically, children are added in case
they occur in the content of the documents.
The internal score for those tags is computed
as explained above.

For all tag t in T do
t.score = t.score / norm;
norm = 0;

Synonyms
are
replaced
by
one
representative. This action removes cycles
and a spanning tree is created.

/* remove all nodes without input edges
if there is more than one node */

The choice of the best representing tag that
will be used for labeling is done in the
following algorithm. In case more than just
one tag is required, the terminate condition
of removeMinNodes can be updated.

Output:

The gathered score of a tag will be determined by
using equation 4:
𝑆𝐶
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡�𝑡𝑖𝑁𝐵 � 𝑡𝑗
𝑡𝑗𝑂𝐸

𝑡𝑖𝑆𝐶𝐺 = ∑𝑗=1

(4)

Where count(tNB) is the number of neighbors
of the tag, 𝑡𝑖𝑆𝐶 is the score of a tag and 𝑡𝑖𝑂𝐸 is the
number of output edges from the tag.
The tag’s internal score 𝑡𝑖𝑆𝐶𝐼 can be computed in
many different ways based on the statistical
approach. The easiest way is to set the value of a
tag’s internal score as the number of documents that
this tag is assigned.

4.3 Description of labeling method
Input:
T = set of tags (synonyms are grouped)

T.removeMinNodes(); // there are no cycles

The tag (node) with the highest score will be
used for labeling:
𝑡𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 = arg 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑘 𝑡𝑘𝑆𝐶

(5)

Each tag contains a huge amount of semantic
information about its name in different languages, a
description in different languages and links to other
related resources with additional semantic relations.
If we only need a short label, we can use the title of
a tag in an appropriate language. If we need the
semantic meaning of a tag, we can use its
description in machine or human readable form.
5.

EVALUATION

A set of experiments was conducted to evaluate
the correctness and reliability of our approach to the
label selection problem. The data and evaluation
measures will be described first, followed by
descriptions of the experiments and their
results (Table 1).
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Table 1: Evaluation of our cluster labeling algorithm.

5.1 Data collections and evaluation measures
Three different data collections were used as a
source of documents for clustering and labeling:
•

Conferences – our collection consists
of 15 000 calls for papers.

•

News Groups – specifically 20 News
Groups dataset [18].

•

ODP – Open Directory Project [13],
which is often use for the evaluation
of text-mining problems.

Evaluation of the cluster labeling method is a
difficult problem, for which no established
methodology has gained wide acceptance. We have
set up user evaluation of the cluster labeling as
follows:
•

Direct match (DM).

•

Correct is close (CIC) – correct tag is at
a distance of under two.

•

HJ correct – human judge claims that
label is completely correct.

•

HJ wrong – human judge claims that
label is completely wrong.

•

HJ acceptable – human judge is able
to accept this label as a relatively correct
description of the document subset.

5.2 Experimental setup and results
The experiment consists of these steps:
1.

Use one of the document sources:
Conferences, News groups or ODP.

2.

The human judge will create 10 clusters
with the same number of documents. In
our case it was 10 documents. This
human will choose the best node from
Linked Data for labeling these clusters.

3.

Script takes those documents and
applies one of the common clustering
algorithms. K-means was used in our
case.

4.

Our labeling algorithm is applied to the
clusters and evaluated as follows.
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Conf.

News
Groups

ODP

5
2
6
2
8

1
1
4
3
5

2
0
3
3
6

DM
CIC
HJ correct
HJ wrong
HJ accept.

6.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our approach to cluster labeling is very intuitive
and easy to use. Linked Data has great potential as
an external source of free knowledge and promises
better results with the growing number of electronic
documents with free and open access. This
information from Linked Data can be used directly
in the form of labels or indirectly as ontology for
information extraction. The labels from Linked
Data are short and precise, which enables better
utilization and understanding.
Further research will be focused on differential
labeling with maximum effort placed on cluster
distinction. We will try to find a measure for label
distinction as the distance between tags in a graph
may not be sufficient enough.
Another area of further research will be focused
on existing graph algorithms such as PageRank and
HITS. We would like to explore the possibilities of
using these algorithms for the best choice of a tag
that will be used as label.
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